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Sample Cancellation Policy: OC Relationship Center 
Cancellation and No-Show Procedure

We expect clients to miss sessions on occasion. We want to show 
compassion for them while at the same time providing consistent 
expectations regarding attending sessions.

Desired Result of Implementing this Policy: Clarity and 
consistency in handling missed appointments helps everyone. And 
when we implement with all our clients, it provides a consistent 
experience for each client and clear expectations for the client, 
clinician, and center.

Please note: If you disagree with any part of this policy – or 
have suggestions for improving the policy, please let the Clinical 
Director know. We are always striving for quality improvement and 
value your suggestions. Also, there may be occasions where you 
choose to not implement this policy. Please let the Clinical Director 
know when there has been an exception and help us to understand 
why.

1. Familiarize yourself with the cancellation and no-show policy.
At OCRC, we ask for 48-hours notice in order to cancel an 

appointment without a charge for the missed session. And while 
we have asked the client for 48-hours notice, internally we say that 
at least 43 hours notice is needed to waive the fee for the missed 
session. Th is gives them a few hours leeway – but we don’t publicize 
that.

Each client gets one no-show or late cancel as a “free miss” – 
meaning that we do not charge them for that fi rst missed session. 
Th en we use some time at the beginning of the next session to 
remind them of the 48-hours notice policy, tell them we are waiving 
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the fee this one time, and get a recommitment to the policy from 
the client.

Exceptions to the policy: Th e policy is that we do charge the full 
session fee (after the fi rst missed session) for any subsequent missed 
sessions regardless of the reason for missing the session, except in 
any of the following cases:

• the client or the client’s dependent is in the hospital

• the client was in an accident on the way to session

• the client calls in sick (with less than 48 hours notice) and 
the therapist would rather not do a session in a room with 
a sick client. (Th is is an unpublished exception and is 
available for the therapist to choose.) 

Clinician Illness/Emergency: We respect our client’s time 
as much as our own. So if an emergency or illness comes up for 
an OCRC clinician and the clinician is unable to give 48-hours 
notice to a client, the clinician gives the client their next session at 
no-charge.  

Discussion of the Fee or Fee Waiver after a late-cancel or no-
show: At OCRC, we strongly believe that money (and the fee) is 
a clinical issue and as such we discuss it in session – just like other 
clinical issues – rather than over the phone or via email or text. See 
steps below for the process to discuss the fee for missed sessions.

If you have questions or concerns, please discuss them with the 
Clinical Director.

2. Notify the client about the cancellation and no-show policy 
in the Informed Consent Paperwork

Client fi lls out the Informed Consent and Intake paperwork 
electronically prior to their fi rst session. In the Informed Consent 
Paperwork, the 48-hour notice policy is clearly stated as: 
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Cancellation Policy: Your appointment time reserves my time 
for you. Should you need to cancel, please do so at least 48 hours in 
advance of your appointment time or you will be charged your full 
fee for the missed session. Cancellation can be done online or can be 
left on our voice mail at 949-220-3211. Our Client Ambassador is 
also available to help you reschedule your appointment. She can be 
reached from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm at 949-220-3211. Please initial 
below to note that you have read this cancellation policy and agree 
to comply. 

3. Discuss the cancellation policy in the intake session.
When discussing the informed consent issues such as 

confi dentiality, and your “Secrets or No-Secrets Policy,” explain the 
cancellation policy and ask the client if they have any questions 
about it. You might say something like this:

“Your appointment time reserves my time for you. Should 
you need to cancel, please do so at least 48 hours in advance of 
your appointment time or you will be charged your full fee for the 
missed session. If you need to cancel, please call the offi  ce and the 
Client Ambassador will cancel the appointment and help you to 
reschedule. Do you have any questions about that?”

4. Contact the client at the fi rst missed session – check in and 
confi rm next appointment.

• We will waive the fee the fi rst time the client late-cancels 
or no-shows.

If it is 20 minutes after the session time and the client 
has not shown up, call the client and express concern 
that they haven’t shown up, invite them to call you, 
and – if they already have a future session on the 
calendar – confi rm it.
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Use your own words, but the gist would be: “Hi, 
Dana. I had us down for 5:00 p.m. tonight and it is 
now 5:20 and I haven’t heard from you. I hope all is 
okay. I have us down for next Th ursday at 5:00 p.m. as 
well so I wanted to confi rm that. If you want to check 
in before that, I’d love to hear from you. Please give us 
a call at 949.220.3211 (or your Google voice number). 
Take care and, again, I hope everything is okay.”

• If the client calls and leaves a voice mail or texts you and 
cancels with less than 48-hours notice, contact the client 
to see that they are okay and confi rm the next session.

Again, use your own words, but the gist would be: 
“Hi, Dana! Th anks for calling and letting me know 
you won’t be at our 5:00 p.m. appointment this 
evening. I appreciate the call. I hope everything is 
okay. I will see you next week at the same time, unless 
you want to come in earlier. Just give me a call at 
(number) and let me know. I look forward to seeing 
you soon.”

Note: At OCRC, we believe that discussing money on 
the phone or via email or text is not a good idea, as 
money is a clinical issue. So, we recommend that the 
discussion of the cancellation policy and resulting fee 
or forgiveness of the fee be done in person and not in 
any other way.

5. Note the missed session in the practice management system.

• If they did not show for the appointment, please mark 
them as “not arrived” on the Practice Management cal-
endar and create a treatment note if you reached out to 
them.
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• If they cancelled the appointment, please indicate that by 
clicking on the appointment, and then indicate that they 
cancelled the session (with or without notice in the note 
area) and a reason if they gave one. Please create a treat-
ment note if you reached out to them.

6. Reiterate the policy at the next session and explain our one-
time forgiveness policy.

At the beginning of the session, as the client is sitting down, 
you could say something similar to this: “Dana, it is good to see you. 
I missed seeing you last week. I am glad everything is okay.”  (Or 
something related to the issue as “I am sorry you were sick.”)  

“Dana, I am not sure if you remember, but when we fi rst started 
together, I mentioned to you that I requested 48-hours notice if you 
are unable to make an appointment.”

(You will get the deer-in-the-headlights look.)
“Well, I believe that everyone gets one free ‘do-over’ (missed 

session, or get out jail free card, choose your metaphor) so I will not be 
charging you for that session.” (Th ey will be relieved.)

7. Get an agreement regarding the fee for next cancellation/
no-show.

Th e client will most likely be happy that you are not charging 
for that missed session. Now it is time to get a renewed commitment 
to the policy:

Sample: “So yes, I am happy to give you one get-out-of-jail free 
card. (Smile.) Th at said, Dana, I just want to make sure you and I are 
on the same page. You see, your session time reserves my time for you. 
If it happens again that you need to miss and I don’t get 48-hours 
notice prior to the session time, unfortunately I am going to need to 
charge you for the missed session. Are we on the same page here?”
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(Nod – you want commitment.) “Great! Okay!”
NOTE: We do this at the beginning of the session in case 

there are any potential therapeutic breaks or if they need to process 
anything. You have lovingly set a boundary  and that can trigger 
some people. Th at is why the recommendation is to do it at the 
beginning of the session. Again – money is a clinical issue.

8. Document in your notes that this client was waived the fee for 
the missed session.

• After you and the client have discussed the cancellation 
policy and they have recommitted to the policy, please 
make a note of it in your treatment notes.

• Also, making a note of the use of their “free one-time 
miss” on the client’s demographic page under “General” 
in the notes section can help you remember if you have 
given this client one free session. If they miss again in a 
few weeks, it is easy to look for it there rather than go 
through all of your clinical notes or trying to remember.


